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Martin  00:02 

This would be session E88032 with TVP, number 67, 12-14-88. A time is 1:24pm.  

 

Martin  00:19 

How does that combination of sounds really 

 

TVP  00:23 

interesting, very soothing. I was trying to just listen to I was trying to pick out what I was 

hearing. 

 

Martin  00:31 

I can show those to you a little bit more dramatically and then put them back in their proper 

places. 

 

TVP  00:35 

Okay, once you do that, all right. 

 

Martin  00:38 

This is the one and a half hertz sound here on a 100 carrier, but we'll back down in the 

background like it's supposed to be. 

 

Martin  00:56 

And then the sound is very interesting and calming, is governing at a 50 hertz carrier at about 

three quarters of a cycle. I don't leave that on too long, your tongue will go to sleep. 

 

TVP  01:22 

Definitely much more Bella than a john David stuff others. 

 

Martin  01:36 

You feel like you're physically relaxed enough that you can move up into your head. Okay, 

here we go. Tell me a little bit about that feeling. 

 

TVP  01:55 

Let's just, I just noticed I was when you put this sound down, I was Hi, my mind's eye was 

watching come from either side of my head. And I have to draw it but just sort of pass bumping 



in pass. I was watching that for violin and I saw this mustard light color on the left side of my 

vision. And then I realized that my third eye was just getting very, very hot on this. Almost 

feeling like it's burning, not not strongly burning, but almost like it's burning. And I seem to be 

struggling with whether I want my eyes open or closed. It didn't make any difference, but it 

seems it almost seems harder, having closed and open. 

 

Martin  02:43 

Going to back down on the frequencies that deal with the physical and add a special overtone 

on top of this. Tell me if that changes your perception. 

 

TVP  03:38 

bringing in more, I'd say an abstract picture. Although I still see my third eye look. I'm feeling 

that I'm looking at a luminous ocean as against a black velvet background. And before I was 

watching waves are more sensations than actually seeing something coming out. 

 

Martin  04:03 

Okay, good. Just going to leave these on here for a couple minutes and let them take effect. 

See how you work with them. This is the basis upon which everything else is. So working with 

this as a foundation base, you could be free to do go and be anything go on to be from here. 

So just relax into this a minute and then let me know if you want us to add any frequencies to 

what's here or you want to work. 

 

TVP  04:35 

Probably would be interested in and just adding some I feel like I feel like for example, I'm 

probably focused here and I know there's 12 and 15 and that from this I know I could go into 

anything and yet there's a feeling that that I'd like to jump off up to 20 and just see what's there 

or just experience the possibilities. 

 

Martin  05:02 

Okay, they'll be fine. So it'll take me maybe about a minute, minute and a half to fade in. On 

top of this, the focus 12. So just go ahead and relax and follow the frequencies and I'll be here 

with you. 

 

TVP  05:16 

Okay. First time in a long to separate from my body. And I know you're just, I'm still back at 

that. But all of a sudden, I was noticing the little stirrings of like feeling like I wanted to 

separate. It's feeling I feel like watching the astral bodies still not on hook, but still floating 

around considering the possibility that sort of like, I feel like I'm bumping against an imaginary 

wall that's actually attached to my body doesn't make any difference. It's kind of interesting 

watching and learning feeling that I feel 



 

Martin  06:17 

good. I'm glad you shared that feeling with us. This is the focus oil frequencies. 

 

TVP  06:32 

That's interesting, because I didn't know that I was even aware of various focuses. But 

certainly in here, I can see, I can see differences. 

 

Martin  06:43 

Well, sometimes the labels don't work well for everybody. But there that you can sense the 

difference between the two is important. 

 

TVP  06:58 

Can we try 15? Certainly, that's where the people are this week. Let me see what that's like. 

 

Martin  07:03 

This will take a few minutes to make the transition. So all you have to do is just kind of relax 

and flow into it with the 19 minutes into your session and just set up the focus with Dean 

frequencies. 

 

TVP  07:29 

Feel like a moved into an area that's actually thicker, denser 

 

Martin  07:39 

and have any color to it? 

 

TVP  07:46 

No, I was seeing a few images. Like something I was like curious of glitter stuff at the top of the 

But no, I don't particularly see your color. Otherwise, it's interesting, I can't slide at the bottom 

not at the top, it's like a slide down. Like I'm looking at a screen and lights at the bottom. But 

definitely a feeling about both in the dancer. There's a blue light, 

 

Martin  08:15 

blue light. Stay here for just a minute so that you can explore this area of consciousness a little 

bit more. Give yourself a few minutes to explore this area of consciousness not only 

 

TVP  08:33 

until looking like I'm looking at a galaxy, and I that's not exactly what I'm looking at a vortex is 

what I'm looking at. So sort of interesting, because every once in a while a picture will pop up 



but not sort of know that if I thought of something it was there, but then realize it's not really the 

case. It's sort of like just looking at a vortex of interesting energy. 

 

Martin  08:57 

There's many people that report this kind of reward, exercise, Star escape style. Sometimes I 

wonder if it is in the room. They're with it because everybody talks about 

 

TVP  09:11 

things like that myself. If we're just not caught in a thought pattern. 

 

Martin  09:51 

Do you have a sense of where you would like to go and what you would like to do now. 

 

TVP  09:58 

Can I go to 21 here 

 

Martin  10:01 

They do that I can provide you the frequencies it's up to you whether you go 

 

TVP  10:07 

to the frequencies and then we can see what's there. We'll see what that feels like. 

 

Martin  10:13 

I will set you up for that and then let you know when to begin your movement just relax now 

into the frequencies and follow them to the familiar zone of 21 I will be here with you always 

okay. 

 

TVP  10:37 

whatever is going on now as I feel lighter than I have a four feels much more familiar than it's 

almost like whatever I feel right now it feels very natural as opposed to an easier as opposed 

to some of the other states that I was there I was looking at 

 

Martin  11:03 

I'm gonna just continue to continue to follow the sound patterns and see where they little more 

than 30 minutes into one 

 

TVP  11:23 

interesting I popped into I think in about a question about the drug and all of a sudden I was on 

a farm with Quakers and that were settled somewhere in your some mountains with our snow 



capped mountains so then I found that I was just watching these I call them Quakers on this 

farm. This is seeing a lot more pictures right here. 

 

Martin  11:53 

Sounds very interesting. 

 

TVP  11:58 

Well for like the old pictures that were come up I tend to respond to questions. And when I'm 

just out floating around I'm often just doing that just floating in space not necessarily seeing 

images or anything until something sparks a question where I'll see an answer. And as I was 

floating i guess i triggered something but I was watching pictures. 

 

Martin  12:26 

First question on my list was describe the history or development of this product and the visual 

images that you had seemed to be appropriate. Okay. 

 

TVP  12:40 

I don't usually interpret that is how you're the pictures 

 

Martin  12:48 

you can turn your attention to the ingredients of the product. 

 

TVP  12:55 

Picture when I when I think of this product, I get very thirsty. My mouth gets very dry. So it may 

not be that I'll take any ingredients. It's just that like I look at the product to see what effect it's 

having on vanish Definitely. 

 

TVP  13:25 

Definitely a thirst and a feeling of drawn is like the chapstick for my lips something like that. Let 

me just see how else it feels. I definitely feel a strengthening. If I can find a better word for that. 

I'd say I feel 

 

TVP  14:09 

a strengthening run through my body although in a couple of our joints like a shoulder joint. 

Aware of a feeling it's not a pain. It's just a feeling I'm noticing I'm noticing in my shoulder just 

as I'm looking at the product 

 

Martin  14:39 



question beyond ingredients The next question was describing the effects or benefits is 

preserved and you seem to be describing how it would make you feel. Did I understand you to 

say something about you felt energy or something like 

 

TVP  14:54 

I felt I felt a real strength like as if my muscles It was almost even deeper than that. But I'd say 

is it my muscles were strengthened. I felt more solid to me, but it was a good solid, but I felt 

like it was more. Something more 

 

TVP  15:13 

solid to me. But I can't get away from the dryness of my mouth, either. Which can you tell me 

something I know, you're supposed 

 

Martin  15:35 

to put a tablespoon of this in milk or juice or something and taking that took a dry 

 

TVP  15:44 

liquid or something, it's, 

 

TVP  15:46 

I have a glass of juice, and it'll be alright. Okay. 

 

TVP  16:00 

Traditionally, dryness of my mouth indicates a diabetic. And I'm wondering if this is only a 

partial symbology of it, of something with a glucose in the body that might be thrown off that 

you'd have to watch for. Or the insolent of the body, whether that might be thrown off, because 

it's traditionally My mouth is dry. That's that's what it's telling me? How long is supposed to 

take this 

 

Martin  16:41 

food supplement, so one could take it for the rest of their life. 

 

TVP  16:53 

I was getting a three months. So that's why I was looking at is that was this long? Why'd you 

take it at one stretch? I don't feel I would take it longer than three months, not at a stretch, I put 

breaks in there. 

 

Martin  17:10 



That's kind of one of the questions I had to in terms of continued use of this. And I understand 

what you're saying, I'd be of benefit to get off of it for a while and then back on into tell me 

some characteristics of individuals who might use this product. 

 

TVP  17:47 

See, if I'm covered that another way. One thing that's coming up so I think that there's there's 

something in it that would help people's outside. attention is drawn to my eyes, I was trying to 

I'm trying to feel who might use that product. So if I can get a sense of that. I feel like there's a 

range, I can feel that I feel that it could be people who are prone to possibly to low grade 

viruses, something like that. It was it would be good for them. Especially, especially things that 

have that effect the throat. inner ear area. Also, maybe that's why I was feeling my my 

shoulder it seems like it's like anyone who had any type of possibly arthritic or joint 

 

TVP  19:25 

you know, or joint problems. What I'm looking at though, is that they shouldn't use it or they 

should so I've got to clarify. Because I'm definitely noticing my joints. 

 

TVP  19:39 

My tendency is to say they shouldn't but I might not be asking the question right. Definitely 

Take it gives an energy but it doesn't like some of the Chinese herbs, it's not that type of 

energy, it's very subtle. seems as if it is a very subtle strengthening energy that it that is 

brought in. 

 

Martin  20:16 

So then, in general terms, the the product makes one feel more energetic. 

 

TVP  20:25 

But it feels like that it would be overall it almost feels like that it's subtle so that you might 

notice that you're taking it for a week or two that suddenly you're doing more things more 

energetic as opposed to taking it all at once. It feels like the real effects are more subtle than 

that. Yes. 

 

Martin  20:45 

To the question. Yes, that's very good. 

 

TVP  20:50 

It doesn't feel like it does if sugar for example, that feels good. 

 

Martin  20:54 



I understand that there is not this immediate rush that should right? Yeah. This is the normal 

dosage on this be two tablespoons per day. What would be the effect of taking massively too 

much. 

 

TVP  21:27 

I first noticed my heart speed up. But that wasn't the that wasn't the major feeling I got it. It was 

almost as if it. It made me lethargic. Like it had the opposite effect of what I was talking about 

earlier. Maybe it makes me feel very heavy. Very heavy. And I see. I see a darkness around it. 

We see darkness around. I feel that that's referring to the blood but I'm not quite sure if your 

blood might clot to easily be to massive doses. 

 

Martin  22:26 

like to ask is there a question I should be asking? 

 

TVP  22:37 

Well, I'd say yes. Because I don't think that you quite need it. If you're taking it. I think what I 

was saying was it was actually slightly less than what do you say two tablespoons? I felt like it 

was slightly less than that as opposed to whatever amount you said was recommended. 

 

Martin  22:57 

They have recommended people who have no area diarrhea or something like that to take 

teaspoons instead of tablespoons for a while. 

 

TVP  23:08 

Okay, no such things as feeling that more it might possibly be a diuretic. That's interesting. 

Okay. 

 

Martin  23:19 

I want to try to turn to an area and I don't know whether you can deal with these questions from 

your expertise or nasm questions anyway. 

 

TVP  23:28 

Okay, can I turn up you a little bit? 

 

Martin  23:31 

You want me to talk louder? 

 

TVP  23:32 

That's fine. 

 



Martin  23:33 

Okay. Tell me when my first question which was unannounced that you seem to deal with was 

that describe the history of development of the project product and you described a scene that 

you saw that seemed applicable. But beyond the product itself and how it makes you feel I'd be 

interested in the the vibrations or feelings that you may have about the the company which is 

offering this product? 

 

TVP  24:03 

Would you tell me the name of the company 

 

Martin  24:06 

betall botanical. 

 

TVP  24:22 

Well, the feeling the only noticeable feeling I get has to do with my fingers and I feel it's my 

fingers on Monday. I don't feel nervous. 

 

TVP  24:44 

I feel stable. But my fingers on money. Let me ask for another picture. I get to paint a picture of 

people raking money in, but I don't like it, I don't like the picture I'm getting. Let me put it this 

way, if I were selling the product for the company, they would be making a lot more profit than I 

would be getting. That's sort of the picture I get. But I feel the company is stable. It's just that 

there's one person there that I don't particularly like what I'm seeing. 

 

TVP  25:44 

But it's an interesting feeling, because it's not like sometimes companies make me feel 

nervous, or I'll get another feeling about them that that makes me leery of them. And here is 

probably something percentage wise or something, it just, it's just like, I just see one person 

pulling in all the money. And as I look further, in order to succeed, that can't happen. I mean, 

it's like you can't take the money and run. Not this is person running, but it's like obviously 

them hoarding it. Now putting money back into 

 

Martin  26:26 

Do you see this as an individual? 

 

TVP  26:31 

There are people behind it, but primarily, it's one individual. 

 

Martin  26:36 

Okay, this kind of gets towards another question, what do you see as a future for this product? 



 

TVP  26:59 

I see one thing, but I haven't gone far enough yet. So I see one thing, there's another profit 

product that would compete with it. I think quite favorably, and my feeling is probably price 

wise. If If the company management is was a more diversified or more 

 

TVP  27:31 

if the company puts their money back into doing some marketing and into really looking for 

words, begin the company correctly, it looks and feels like a very stable company looks as if 

they've got to see whether it's short or long term looks like it's a company that would have a 

slow but upward start. If I'm looking at a graph, a bar graph, like I see a real slow, but upward 

mobility with a company. My sense is the major things to watch with a company are going to 

be anywhere from now through next 

 

TVP  28:20 

July, June or July. Because that's where the major problems will come. And that may be you 

know, not just the company but looking at looking at a total a total picture of things on a bar 

graph. 

 

Martin  28:58 

I want to thank you for your information. I have no further questions. It's important for you to 

turn to your own need. And take this opportunity in this space in this time to develop any 

information just for you. Okay, now 51 minutes in your session. 

 

TVP  29:39 

That's me back because otherwise I won't hold on to them. So I'd like to know about my 

relationship with my fiance Michael. And I'd like to know about his purpose and work this time 

around. And about any important travel together that we might take So when I asked myself, I 

get to see pictures, but then I get lost. So if you could ask them back in any way that you want 

it, I probably will bring back the information. 

 

Martin  30:12 

Have you worked on one of these yet? 

 

TVP  30:14 

No, not really. I was just starting to ask them. So I'm pushing me at pulling me out of out of the 

ocean, he's on a boat. And 

 

Martin  30:29 

he was pulling you 



 

TVP  30:34 

in a very foggy setting. And there's a boat. It's interesting, there's a ship that's gone down. And 

I have on real long skirts, like 18th century skirts, something like that early 1900s, something 

like that skirts. It's very foggy. And he said a funny boat. It's like a little box or something in the 

center of it. He's, at first the picture I got was he was trying to pull me over the sun so that in 

marks I see him just jumping over and pulling me into shore. So 

 

Martin  31:30 

ask yourself what, what is the meaning of this imagery of the boat? And Michael? 

 

TVP  31:49 

Well, I feel I'm picking up. It's it's twofold. It's it's a past life, also. symbolic of the water being 

spiritual. And you really have to having to jump in. Not only to save me, but to save himself. 

 

Martin  32:29 

Ask the question, is Michael aware of? 

 

TVP  32:40 

In some ways, yes. Yes. In some ways, he is in some ways, he's. He's not listening to the 

answers he's getting. He's aware of our relationship, but he don't. He's not. And he's aware of 

his own spirituality and ours together. But he's not aware of having to. In jumping over. He's 

saving himself. Although it's interesting. As I say that it's almost like I feel like that now he is 

aware is it's almost like I'm feeling that as I say it and see it. He's doing the same. 

 

Martin  33:25 

Very good. turn now to the question of how is Michael's work? How is Michael's work, 

functioning to assist you? 

 

TVP  33:54 

There's a lot more strength there that I hadn't seen, or we haven't seen. Symbolically, I see 

him carrying my bags and yet I also see him help me put them down. energy of energy. It's 

interesting. I see him as a magician, which I know. I know he would like to be able to manifest 

immediately and yet I'm seeing him already. Definitely already there. It's like, psychically I see 

him come off as a magician. 

 

Martin  34:54 

And the work that Michael is doing now does he realize the Important this has on his lifespan. 

 

TVP  35:04 



Well, he's right now searching for work. So I want to see if I can see. I feel he recognizes his 

spiritual. Yeah, yeah, I feel he recognizes the spiritual work of looking. I see him on the west 

coast, I see him on a I see a lot of places very rocky, and definitely the West Coast of the US. 

And it's interesting. I don't feel we live there. But I just feel like that. That that's significant. 

There's something about crossing the continent that's significant to his understanding what 

he's supposed to be doing. 

 

Martin  35:54 

I asked the question, how can you winter best out Michael, in achieving that which is right for 

him 

 

TVP  36:20 

listening, letting him be free by spending more time doing things like this. Because in doing 

something like this with him, it lifts the fog. And then I see I'm numbered. And so this has the 

priority of lifting the frog it's interesting cuz I just got a real strong feeling that he's safe. And 

that that's important to me because he's, he's, I would say he's a daredevil. And so it's 

interesting. It's got a real strong feeling or acknowledgement that he was safe and what he did 

 

Martin  37:06 

that you sought after the question of what can you winter do to best help Michael on his path? 

What is it that Michael can do for winter to help winter on her lifespan? 

 

TVP  37:27 

Just love her and let her be and go whether and send her on her way at times. Keeping the 

doing the dance but keeping the winds of heaven between them. 

 

Martin  38:03 

Now together, Michael and winter to get there as they travel now towards the travels of 

Michael on winter together and search for the proper path. Allow Michael and winter to 

intertwine the paths of life together. And as they travel and adventure together. describe this to 

me. 

 

TVP  38:39 

Well, as you spoke, I fell this merge into one as you were saying that I felt this just blend into 

one. First I was looking at a map I was trying to figure out or a glove I was trying to figure out 

where we were and then I realized because the same switch that we were actually probably 

into that. I want to mountain maybe the Himalayas and where I'm on a mountain that's very 

green and I'm seeing a mist come up over the valley very lush, lush green feeling. I feel that I 

feel that we don't have as much physical travel to do is we 

 



TVP  39:32 

thought we wanted to put that there are a couple of major trips. And it feels like it's to to Peru 

and looks like actually India I've been to Nepal, possibly Tibet. That'll be more individual 

growth. I've been feeling we're seeking master teachers, but it's certainly like Monroe, it seems 

that there's no one there but us and the environment that that's the teacher. 

 

TVP  40:18 

I do see an old man on a robe, it looks very characteristic of what we think of Zen master 

symbolically, was a long cane that's who meets us. Anything feels very important. 

 

Martin  40:49 

And once again, the meaning or significance behind this trip with you and Michael 

 

TVP  41:02 

and make the world smaller. And it feels like it feels like there's more of a oneness we travel 

 

Martin  41:31 

in America before you leave this area of exploration of traveling with Michael, reach out and 

take him by the hand, turn to him and smile and know that you and he traveled through life 

together. 

 

TVP  41:56 

Just think it's like when I do that as the spaceship that was often a distance and it comes in her 

hovers. hovers close by. It feels very friendly, it feels and it's one of the things it's interesting 

because it's almost like now the movies over because I see this cartoon character in my history 

with cartoon characters is interesting and it's like I see the spaceship come down. And I'm 

probably Michael sand. And this he looks like a female Canary with a big flower in her up in her 

hair. She's got long dark hair, but she's a canary she's a bird and she wakes and reminds me 

back when I saw say on the pirate to not take it lightly. It's good 

 

Martin  43:01 

objecting time objective to hire but we still have a few minutes it might be a benefit to turn and 

ask is there a very special message nothing in this life is an accident and you being here today 

is not there is a very special message for you Just for today. 

 

TVP  43:31 

Well, it seems like it's one that's more clear that I've been getting in the last day or so which is 

which basically relates to to taking care of my body to watch what I eat and exercise and but it 

seems to be though for energy flowing through me that that when I don't do that the energy 

isn't flowing through as clearly as when I do so it seems very clear here. 



 

Martin  44:17 

Very good. Time now to give thanks to turn on the emotion of love and gratitude, the 

information that you received thanking yourself and all those with you for the opportunity of 

being here. 

 

TVP  44:41 

Something else has been interesting about this session is always before we come in with 

whatever it is that would talk. Now I'd feel the change and it's almost like I would feel it say 

move around my feet into I've started and then I began to talk. And today from the time I came 

in lay down, I felt that that I felt that that was inside of me and it that whatever I was looking at 

out there was it was like, I just taken another position, it was like whatever that was clearly has, 

has now from where it used to be to where it is. And I don't know if it's, you know, the way that 

we set up the lab and the focus of I don't feel that sad. I just feel more that over time that has 

become a part of a 

 

Martin  45:43 

very good like you have to call to mind a kind of a memory of what you know is Pakistan and 

move back with your memory towards towards an area of consciousness, you know, is 

focused in think about how your body feels and put in your mind 1010 

 

TVP  46:24 

Okay. 

 

Martin  46:29 

take just a moment, at this point. take just a moment at this point to review the information that 

you are able to deal with today. The memories of the movies that you were able to watch and 

the feelings in your heart that you have for Michael 

 

Martin  46:51 

move from 10 gradually back down to 94321 I'm going to give you a little soft light here, then 

okay. 

 

TVP  47:33 

There it is, right. There's definitely a pleasant beta. She wasn't kidding. 

 

Martin  47:42 

Okay, now if you'll just lay there for a moment darling will come open the door for you. But 

don't jump up now until somebody gets there. 

 



TVP  47:49 

Break my nose on the microphone. 


